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Student organization NEAT
promoting a once per week
meat-free diet during March
by Samantha Clark
Staff Writer

The Nutrition Education Action
Team, called NEAT, is leading a Meatless Monday campaign during March
to encourage students to refrain from
eating meat one day a week.
According to its website, Meatless
Monday is a public health non-profit
initiative that aims “to help end chronic preventable disease by offering a
weekly prompt that can support people in starting and sustaining healthy
behaviors.”
Today is the second Monday of
the event, and NEAT is planning on
walking around campus to share information and take student pledges
to go meatless from 3:30 p.m. to 5
p.m.
Leanne Sapad, event coordinator,
said NEAT believes “the Meatless
Monday campaign has been an effective program in creating change on
other campuses.”
She added that cutting out meat
once a week hopefully could serve
as a “baby step” toward a healthy dietary change and that change takes
place in “small, gradual steps.”
NEAT is the student nutrition peer
health education group at SJSU and
a part of the Student Health Center’s
Wellness and Health Promotion office that works to improve nutrition
on campus.
Felix Navarro, a second year nursing student, said he thinks Meatless
Monday is a great goal but “not realistic
because no one will do it.”
He said meat is too ingrained in
our culture, therefore too difficult to
give up.
“Meat is convenient,” he said. “It’s
everywhere in the Student Union:
Panda Express, Subway, the burrito
bar — the salad bar is the most expensive … a salad is more expensive
than a burger.”

SEE MEATLESS PAGE 2

Hip-hop artist Drake, also of “Degrassi” fame, performed at the Event Center Saturday during his 2012 Club Paradise Tour. His show in San Jose marks the second
to last show of the tour. Photo by Raphael Kluzniok / Spartan Daily

SEE A&E PAGE 6

Pancake
breakfast
cooks up
cultural
experience
by Samantha Clark
Staff Writer

The SJSU International House
hosted its semiannual Pancake
Breakfast on Sunday, which featured
entertainment and breakfast food
from around the globe.
This semester’s event served food
from Hong Kong, Korea, Australia
and the Middle East.
Students enjoyed cha ye dan,
which are hard-boiled eggs cooked
in tea; handmade Saudi-style hummus, a chickpea purée; lamingtons,
a coconut-topped Australian sponge
cake; and kimchi jeon, spicy Korean
cabbage.
Jeff Lee, a first year business major from South Korea, said he showed
others how to make the kimchi jeon
the night before.
“They tasted it, and they wanted
to know how to make it,” he said. “It

was a fun way to get closer and a
good way to share my culture.”
Cecil Robert, one of the student
coordinators, said the International
House expanded the diversity of the
buffet for more variety.
“Other people volunteered to
make food not of their culture,
and all residents cooked together,”
she said.
She said the theme for this semester’s pancake breakfast was “Love
Unites.”
“Music, dancing, and food bring
people together,” Robert said.
Yaling Yao, a fourth-year mathematics major, said Sunday was the
first time she saw Indian dancing
outside of the movies.
Toward the end of the event, a
group of students performing an In-

dian dance, led by Hargun Hansrao
and Villy Bhatia, invited everyone to dance to Bhangra music and
the song “Mindiyan Ton Back Ke,”
which means “Beware of the Boys”
in Punjabi.
Other performances included a
Persian dance led by Farima Berenji,
bagpipes by Tyler Hsieh, a Hawaiian dance by a member of SJSU Pride
of the Pacific and a cultural fashion
show modeled by residents of the International House.
Phyllis Simpkins, an alumnus who
donated the house and co-founded
the program with her husband in
1978, said the pancake breakfast
started as a way to meet the students
living in the house.

SEE PANCAKES PAGE 2

‘Hip Hop For Change’ entices students to promote social change
by Angelisa Ross
Staff Writer

DJ Vex One educating students on the fundamentals and history of disc jockeying.
Photo by Angelisa Ross / Spartan Daily

While people were lining up to see
Drake, hip-hop was already at SJSU in
the Student Union.
“Learn, get your degree, work really hard, stay awake but be a part of the
changes,” said Sabrina Kwist, a priority facilitator of the event and director
of engagement and inclusion at Mills
College.
Kwist said she helps to create various programs that promote learning
and empowerment for students.
The fifth annual Hip-Hop for
Change conference was hosted by
SJSU for the first time on Saturday.
According to Caz Salamanca, interim assistant director at the Mosaic
Cross Cultural Center, the program
attempts to figure out how activism
and social change can utilize hip-hop
to create social change and awareness
in the community.

This year, the program is collaboration between SJSU, University of San
Francisco, Mills College and Santa
Clara University, according to Kwist.
“We believe that hip-hop binds all
of our communities,” Kwist said.
According Salamanca, each school
has its own budget that helps contribute to the event and this event
was funded by a one-time fund grant
through student affairs.
According to Kwist, 200 people registered to attend this event and around
80 were present.
Salamanca described the conference as a day that academics, practitioners, the community and students
come together and analyze hip-hop.
In her own opinion, Kwist said she
believes it’s important to be able to address issues at school such as tuition
fees.
“If we don’t address these things
in this environment, how will be able
to be the change makers in our own

communities?” Kwist said.
Salamanca explained the theme
of the conference, which consisted of
three components: resist, revolt and
re-create.

SEE HIP-HOP PAGE 2
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PANCAKES: Annual breakfast a hit
FROM PAGE 1
“(The breakfast) is an experience,” she said.
“I enjoy seeing all the kids and guessing which
countries the costumes come from.”
House residents wore cultural costumes while
working the event.
Ladia Záliš, a senior psychology major from
the Czech Republic, wore a Dutch sailor costume, and Marilyn Lowman, a senior hospitality major from central California, wore a Native
American costume.
Freshman Winston Phillips said he came
alone and would come to the next breakfast and
the Tuesday coffee nights hosted by the I-House.
“I wanted to come because I heard how great
it is to learn from and meet people around the
world,” he said.
Students were seated a long tables and
parities were mixed, spurring conversation.
Attendee Allen Shen said the breakfast is a
great networking opportunity.

HIP-HOP:
Motivation
for change
FROM PAGE 1
“How do we resist the powers
that be, as repressed people?” he
asked. “How do we create that
resistant into movement and revolt, that’s the movement part of
it, and recreate is creating a new
consciences?”
The event was from 9 a.m. to 6
p.m. and two workshop sessions
were held as well as a political
conference regarding President
Barack Obama and hip-hop.
The keynote speaker was
hip-hop artist Omar Offendum
who performed in spoken word,
shared his struggles as a SyrianAmerican raised in Washington
D.C. and engaged the audience
with social conscience videos.
“Like Omar said earlier, hiphop is a way for students who
aren’t necessarily represented in
the academia to actually be able
to vocalize themselves and talk
about what’s going on in their
community and bring it to light
in a way that’s creative for them,”

“You get to meet a lot of alumni,” he said.
“I talked to a few today.”
Simone Jeger, an alumnus, said people from
different backgrounds came together and
interacted.
“It feels like you’re a part of a community
— the world gets smaller, and I wish the world
would be this way,” she said.
Jeger said she used to live at the house when
she studied abroad in the U.S. from Switzerland,
and came to the breakfast during her spring
break from the University of Southern California, where she is a graduate student, because it’s
an important event.
Kristen Pendleton, community operations manager of the International House, said
70 students from 23 different countries live
at the house.
“The event is unique and really reflects the
students who put it on,” she said. “Diversity
(here) is so deep on different levels.”

said Lauren Bartlett, a Mills
College ethnic studies senior.
Bartlett went on to say conferences like this allow college
students who are extremely influenced by the hip-hop culture
to have the opportunity to come
together and discuss their areas
of concerns, such as corruption
in media, the future of the hiphop generation and economical
shortcomings.
The event introduced the idea
of “Resist” through a selection
of four workshops that featured
speakers such as nationally recognized journalist, media and
community activist Davey D.
Victoria Gomez, a sociology
senior, said “I enjoyed the conference because it revolved around
the theme of social justice.”
After attending Davey D’s
workshop, Gomez said he “broke
down how mass media, such as
the radio, news, and commercials
target consumers based on race.
He called us to think critically
of the information that we are
presented with.”
Toward the middle of the
event, there was a session
titled “Hip-Hop Activism in the
Obama/Tea Party Era.”
The speakers on the panel
consisted of Angela Woodson,
CEO of Gelic Group, a social services and welfare organization,
and co-chair of 2004 National

Hip-Hop Political Convention;
Adam Mansbach, author of “Angry Black White Boy;” Shamako
Noble, executive director of the
Hip-Hop Congress; and Boots
Riley, hip-hop artist and activist.
“Nothing’s getting done and
everything a dead locked face
it,” Woodson said. “Many of you
faced it not knowing what the
status of you student loans and
(Pell grants) were going to end
up looking like.”
In the discussion session of
the program, students were able
to ask questions and hear the
opinions of the panel.
When posed with a question regarding the future of the
youth, Boots Riley said, “The Bob
Dylan of this movement is 12
years old now.”
According to Riley, the generation that will have the opportunity and tools to make a big
impact in changing social issues
like the ones discussed during
the conference is most likely a
lot younger.
The last workshop session
catered to the “Recreate” theme
and featured creative ways hiphop has influenced other arts
such as disc jockeying and dancing.
“In today’s time, we need to
organize around these candidates and hold them to the fire,”
Woodson said.

MEATLESS: Alternative foods offered
FROM PAGE 1
Stephanie Fabian, marketing
manager of Spartan Shops, said
NEAT and Spartan Shops collaborated on the campaign “to
spread awareness of the health
and environmental benefits of
going meatless.”
She added that all of the dining units of Spartan Shops are
participating by featuring the
vegetarian and vegan items,
which are indicated by stickers
with a leaf on them.
According to a study by
the Environmental Defense
Fund, if every American ate
one meat-free meal each week,
it would be equivalent to taking more than 5 million cars
off the road.
One meat-free day would
be equivalent to taking 8 million cars off the road, according
to the study.
“People may have a misconception that vegetarian food lacks
variety,” said Marissa Cerros, a
senior art history major.
The Dining Commons offers Asian fingerling potatoes
with Shitake rice and Jamaican jerk tofu skewers, and
Just Below serves a grilled
veggie sandwich.
Grounded, the organic
café on campus, serves allvegetarian fare.
“I’m not a vegetarian, but I
eat a lot of meat-free meals,”
said junior English major
Michael Corrales, who was eating at Grounded. “I enjoy the
fresh taste vegetarian food.”
Junior nutrition major
Shannon Hughes said she became a vegetarian nearly 10
years ago for environmental
reasons.

“A vegetarian diet requires
a lot less water and resources
from the environment than
meat,” she said. “You can
grow a lot more, and it’s more
sustainable.”
According to Lynne Trulio,
chair of the environmental studies department, eating meat has
impacts on the environment
and beef has the biggest carbon
footprint.
She cited a 2008 study
by Weber and Matthews of
Carnegie Mellon University
that found refraining from
meat once a week is more
effective than eating locally
sourced food.
The study, which only examined climate impacts, stated,
“Shifting less than one day per
week’s (i.e., 1/7 of total calories) consumption of red meat
and/or dairy to other protein
sources or a vegetable-based
diet could have the same
climate impact as buying all
household food from local
providers.”
Nani Glass, a junior nutritional science major, said she
abstains from eating meat.
“It’s more environmentally
friendly and also vegetarian diets have shown to lower
the risks of certain diseases,”
she said.
Sapad, of NEAT, said many
nutritional benefits come from
cutting out meat: “limiting
cancer risk, reducing heart
disease, fighting diabetes, curbing obesity, living longer and
improving your diet.”
She said NEAT is encouraging people “to cut meat out
once a week to reduce their
saturated fat intake and choose
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Reshaping of gender roles
investigated by students
by Ty Hargrove
Staff Writer

The idea of changing gender
roles in today’s media was discussed by students in a workshop hosted by the Mosaic
Cross Cultural Center and addressed the topic of aggressive
wives and lazy husbands and
how these role dynamics affect
society.
On Thursday, Samantha
Plescia lead a discussion with
student participants about the
how men are being portrayed
in the media at the expense of
women in the media gaining
power roles.
“It is important because I
am beginning to notice it and I
wanted to know who else was
noticing it too,” Plescia said.

“Popularity of
shows stems
from violence
in the media. ”
-Tinvola Omole,
Graduate student
According to Plescia, women are being shown in dominant roles but at the expense
of the man being portrayed as
lazy or dumb.
This dominant role included an overly aggressive wife
talking down to her husband
or just an overly aggressive,
bossy or confrontational woman in general.
During the event, a computer presentation was shown
to the student participants
with three different themes.
The first theme demonstrated was the woman in
the position of power, but
the man being portrayed as
less-than-equal.
“There should be equality
on both sides,” senior sociology
major Sandra Huerta said.
After the presentation, the
student participants broke
off into small focus groups to
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other healthier non-meat
protein options.”
Other CSUs and UCs have
made the commitment to go
meat-free, including Cal Poly
Pomona, CSU Monterey Bay,
San Diego State, UC Davis, UC
Santa Barbara, UC San Diego,
UC Santa Cruz, UC Irvine and
UC Berkeley.
This idea isn’t new. It began
during World War I to conserve resources and returned
for World War II. In 2003, former advertiser turned health
advocate Sid Lerner restarted the campaign to promote
wellness and prevent illnesses
linked to meat consumption.

Students participate in a group discussion about sexism in today’s
culture at the Switching Sexism event last Thursday at the Mosaic
Center. Photo by Derik Irvin / Spartan Daily

discuss a series of questions,
such as how does this impact
you? Or how does this make
you feel?
The students designated
one person from their focus
groups to share their thoughts
with everyone else by writing on two large pieces of
paper, which read “wife”
or “husband.”
Each piece of paper let students express views or ideas
that correlated with each topic.
Sophomore sociology major Ralph Jackson said actually
seeing commercials and television shows that portray characters as the aggressive wife
and the lazy husband makes
the stereotype that much more
real.
“It is important to me, as
well as to society, on how I am
viewed as a male,” he said.
Jackson said he learned that
women have very limited roles
but empowering a woman
should never downplay man.
The second theme, which
was sexual objectivity, showed
a series of commercials in
which women were sexually
objectifying men.
The commercials that were
shown were very comedic, but
at the expense on men, such
as an Allstate commercial in
which the woman was talking
down to the man because she
backed into another car.
SJSU graduate student
Tinvola Omole said we don’t
want to see both sides of what
is going on in society and

how it has an affect on us a
humans.
“We are not seeing the
point because humor seems
to cover up the harsh message
the media is trying to convey,”
she said.
Many students in their focus group agreed with what
Omole said, and made various
comments
communicating
their views.
The third theme focused on
women in reality television
shows and how it impacts the
viewers.
Student participants were
shown a series of clips from reality television shows, which
were filled with violence,
such as women engaging in
physical fights.
“Popularity of shows stems
from violence in the media,”
Omole said.
Omole said it hurts her to
see violence amongst women
on television for entertainment purposes and it is sad
that it is on every channel
she watches.
“It is not OK for women to
hit each other on TV and any
form of violence on TV should
not be tolerated,” she said.
Plescia said this idea of aggressive wives and lazy husbands is important because the
traditional gender roles have
flipped so dramatically that
it is starting to affect society
as well.
“I noticed the change so I
thought that we should discuss it,” she said. “So that’s
what we are doing.”
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SJSU basketball teams lose in quarterfinals of WAC tourneys
Men’s team falls to Nevada Wolf Pack
despite the Spartans’ tough defense

Johnson scores game-high 31 points,
women’s team loses to Idaho Vandals

Staff Report
A late second-half surge by
the Nevada Wolf Pack ended
the SJSU men’s basketball
team’s season on Thursday
night in Las Vegas.
The Spartans lost 55-44 in
the quarterfinals of the Western Athletic Conference tournament.
Despite holding the Wolf
Pack to its second-lowest scoring performance of the season,
SJSU made just 32.8 percent of
its shots and could not keep
pace with Nevada.
This marked the fifth game
in a row in which SJSU did not
convert more than 40 percent
from the field.
“We just couldn’t make
enough shots in the second
half to stay right next to them,”
SJSU head coach George Nessman said in a postgame interview. “We needed one or two
more shots to go down and
have it a two or three-point
game rather than a four or fivepoint game.”
SJSU’s offense was orchestrated around senior forward
Wil Carter.
Carter scored a game-high
18 points, 16 of which came in
the second half.
Both teams struggled to
score in the first half as neither
team reached double digits until just over six minutes left.
In addition, each teams endured a scoring drought of at
least seven minutes during the
first half.
Nevada tied the WAC tournament record for fewest
points in a half as the Wolf
Pack trailed the Spartans at
halftime 14-13.
SJSU built a 28-19 lead in
the second half, but Nevada
clawed its way back.

SJSU senior forward Wil Carter attempts a shot against Idaho
on March 3. Carter scored 18 points against Nevada at the WAC
tournament on Thursday. Photo by Derik Irvin / File Photo

Deonte Burton, Nevada
sophomore guard and WAC
Player of the Year, led the way
for the Wolf Pack, scoring 15 of
his 16 points in the second half.
“(Burton) hit a couple of big
shots in the second half with a
guy right up in him,” Nessman
said. “He made two threes in
their run that really got them
going.”
Nevada made 59.1 percent of
its shots in the second half and
finished the game shooting 40
percent.
“They got us out of our
rhythm a little bit, but we had
some easy looks,” Burton said
in a postgame interview. “It’s
tough to adjust to them, but in
the second half we just picked it
up on the defensive end and just
continued to get easy shots.”
Carter and SJSU freshman
center Stephon Smith tied for
most Spartan rebounds with
seven each.

Spartans’ sophomore guard
Keith Shamburger contributed
eight points and five assists.
“We definitely have a
good nucleus going forward,” Nessman said about
SJSU’s prospects as he now
looks forward to next season.
Information compiled from
SJSU Athletics

“We just couldn’t
make enough shots
in the second half
to stay right next
to them.”
– George Nessman,
men’ basketball
head coach

Cutting Peyton Manning a good
move by the Indianapolis Colts
Staff Writer

The NFL’s Indianapolis Colts
released quarterback Peyton
Manning on Wednesday and
thanked him for his 14 years of
service to the franchise.
Manning was the No. 1 overall pick to the Colts in the 1998
NFL draft.
Manning took the Colts to
the Super Bowl twice during
his tenure in Indianapolis, beating the Chicago Bears in 2006,
yet was beat by the New Orleans Saints in 2009.
However, the Colts once
again have the No. 1 overall
pick in this year’s NFL draft on
April 26.
According to ESPN’s analyst
Mel Kiper Jr., the Colts intend
on drafting a new quarterback
for their future.
Manning missed the entire
2011 NFL season because of rehabilitating his neck which suffered nerve damage.
He also will be turning 36
this month and was due a $28
million bonus, according to
ESPN — something the Colts
were not too fond of, said John
Clayton, ESPN’s senior NFL reporter.
The Colts did the right thing
releasing Manning because
business is business in any professional sport.
From what I’ve seen, players
come and go in any league usually being replaced at any time
barring an injury or other reason found.

Staff Report
SJSU senior forward Brittany Johnson scored a gamehigh 31 points against Idaho in
the quarterfinal round of the
Western Athletic Conference
tournament.
“We were double-teaming
her and she’s still getting
down shots and getting open,”
Idaho head coach Jon Newlee
said in a postgame interview.
“What a player.”
However, Johnson’s 31
points were not enough as the
SJSU women’s basketball team
lost to Idaho 67-63 to end its
season on Wednesday night.

Idaho freshman guard Krissy
Karr converted two free throws
in the last four seconds of the
game to seal the victory for the
Vandals.
Karr finished the game with
17 points and four assists.
SJSU struggled offensively in
the first half as the team converted just 28.1 percent of its
shots.
The Spartans came alive in
the second half as they rallied
twice to recover from doubledigit deficits.
Johnson scored 19 of her 31
points in the second half.
SJSU senior guard Sara Plavljanin played well during the

Public Notice of Proposed Admissions Guidelines
San José State University (SJSU) is considering changes to admissions
guidelines for academic year 2013-2014. SJSU is considering:

 COMMENTARY

by Eddie Fernandez

SJSU senior forward Brittany Johnson makes a 3-pointer against
Nevada on Feb. 22. Johnson scored 31 points against Idaho at the
WAC tournament on Wednesday. Photo by Derik Irvin / File Photo

Spartans’ comeback, scoring 12
of her 19 points in the second
half.
“In the second half, we did
what we do best — get to the
basket and get to the foul line,”
SJSU head coach Tim La Kose
said in a postgame interview.
SJSU made 13 of its 16 free
throws.
Johnson and Plavljanin
scored all but 13 of the Spartans’ 39 points in the second
half.
“They weren’t hitting as
many shots in the first half,”
Johnson said. “We regrouped in
the second half. I feel we capitalized on their mistakes.”
SJSU pulled to within two
points in the last eight seconds,
but Karr sustained Idaho’s
slim lead as she made her free
throws in the final seconds.
For the second time this season, Idaho converted all of its
free throws in a game against
SJSU.
SJSU freshman guard Ta’Rea
Cunnigan was in foul trouble
for most of the game.
She finished with five points
and made two of nine shots
from the field.
Idaho grabbed 46 rebounds
in the game compared to SJSU’s
33.
Vandals’ sophomore center
Alyssa Charlston recorded a
game-high 15 rebounds along
with 16 points.
In addition to her 19 points,
Plavljanin recorded seven rebounds and five assists.
SJSU senior center Myesha
Broaden grabbed a team-high
eight rebounds and accounted
for seven points, three assists
and a block.
Information compiled from
SJSU Athletics.

According to Clayton, the
Colts aim to draft quarterback
Andrew Luck from Stanford
with the No. 1 pick.
Manning’s bonus money
that would have been owned
to him should be used to build
around Luck with offense and
defense players.
Luck is the best player in the
NFL draft, according to Kiper
Jr.
Luck is a great player to
start the franchise over with
new management.
Colts owner Jim Irsay
cleaned out the organization by
firing the head coach and general manager once last season
ended.
Manning will join past quarterbacks such as Joe Namath,
Joe Montana and Brett Favre
who have been with one franchise for most of their career of
setting records and win a Super
Bowl yet were released by that
team.
Lucas Oil Stadium, the Colts
home stadium, will always be
known as The House Peyton
Built, but will be occupied with
a new quarterback for possibly
the next 10 or so years — hopefully by Andrew Luck.
Ultimately, Manning will
be thanked for all his wins, accomplishments, Super Bowl
appearances and support to the
state of Indiana — but it’s time
to rebuild and start a new future.
Although Manning may possibly play another three years
in the NFL, the Colts did not
feel that the 36-year-old could

last another 14 years with the
franchise and had to end their
relationship at some point.
The Colts cutting Manning
proves that relationships must
end at one point.
Tom Brady, Aaron Rodgers
and Ben Roethlisberger may
one day face the same departure Manning faced — win at
least one Super Bowl with their
only franchise, yet be replaced
with a new franchise player.
Business in any professional
sports has its great moments.
At some point it all ends, reality sets in and you just have
to move on.
MANNING

BY

THE

NUMBERS
-

54,828

Manning has thrown for 54,828
yards in his career.

-

399
Manning has thrown 399
touchdown passes.

-

64.9
Manning has completed 64.9
percent of his career passes.

- 14
Manning has played for the
Indianapolis Colts for 14 years
since being drafted in 1998.

Information compiled from NFL.com

Including the major of “Undeclared” as an impacted major, consistent
with all other majors in the university that are already impacted.
Establishing campus-level minimum requirements for consideration
that continue to provide admission preference to applicants from the
local area.
Ensuring outreach to communities characterized by low socioeconomic
status and historically low rates of college attendance.
SJSU will hold three public hearings regarding proposed changes:
Monday, March 19, noon-2 p.m.
Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. Library, Room 225/229
150 East San Fernando St.
San Jose, California 95112
Public parking is available at the city’s Fourth Street Garage, 44 S. Fourth St.,
$1 per 20 minutes, $20 maximum, Monday - Friday 6 a.m. - 6 p.m.
Wednesday, March 21, 12:15-2 p.m.
Foothill College
Appreciation Hall (Room 1500)
12345 El Monte Road
Los Altos Hills, California 94022-4599
Visitors to Foothill College must purchase a day-use parking permit for $3
from dispensers in student parking lots. The dispensers accept $1 bills as well
as nickels, dimes and quarters. For additional information, call (650) 949-7303
or visit www.foothill.edu.
Thursday, March 22, 7-8:30 p.m.
East Side Union High School District Board Room
830 N. Capitol Ave.
San Jose, California 95133
Free public parking is available.

Anyone may comment on these proposed changes. The public may also
submit comments by visiting http://go.sjsu.edu/admissions-publichearings12.
All comments will receive consideration. These meetings are wheelchair
accessible. Individuals requiring other accommodations should contact SJSU at
(408) 924-1166 as soon as possible.
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Cheap computer project
aims to get youths into
programming, hacking
mostly Cambridge academics,
who came together over a mutual concern at how little British
youths know about computer
programming.
The goal was not to cause an
Internet sensation but to give
kids access to a Commodore64-type computer — one that
would be relatively easy to control instead of having it control
you.
It needed to be cheap enough
that it was accessible for everyone, and it needed to be small
enough to fit in a backpack.
“We wanted to provide children a platform to learn on, and
we hope we can bootstrap another generation that, by the age
of 10, are already programming
computers,” Upton said.
So far the group has spent
most of its six-year existence
working on building the Raspberry Pi because, as it turns out,
creating a tiny, cheap computer
is pretty tough.
Upton said most of the design credit goes to Pete Lomas,
a trustee of the foundation who
labored over the project on
weekends and evenings, whittling the device down in size by
tiny increments.
“He’s a genius when it comes
to hardware,” said Upton, who
compared Lomas to Apple Inc.
co-founder Steve Wozniak.
Now that the Raspberry Pi
Foundation has finally built the
computer, it can move on to the
business of getting the device
into schools and writing manuals on how to use it.
“The foundation is about
teaching kids to program, not
making a computer,” Upton
said. “We are going to start
backfilling now.”

McClatchy Tribune
A team of French GIGN
soldiers battle Russian
Spetsnaz Special
Forces in the Seatown
map in Call of Duty:
Modern Warfare 3, a
multiplatform video
game that uses both
online and offline
multiplayer co-op
modes.
Image courtesy of
callofduty.com/mw3

Wire Service

The death of co-op gaming is discouraging
By David Wong
Staff Writer

How often has this happened
to you?
You scan the racks of your local video game shop (or GameStop) and find out that of your
top 10 most-wanted games, only
half of them have any form of
multiplayer — and only 1 out
of the 10 has cooperative and
offline multiplayer support.
The advancements in the current generation of video game
consoles such as motion-sensing
technology, online content distribution and integrated communications have changed the
face of the industry in the past
decade.
One troubling trend of the
slew of video games coming out
right now is that many of them
do not support offline cooperative game play, or any form of
offline multiplayer modes, like
“Call of Duty: Modern Warfare
3” and “Asura’s Wrath,” two of
the top 10 selling games for the
end of February, according to the
VGChartz Network.

The VGChartz Network is
an aggregator of five specialized video game websites — the
namesake VGChartz tracks the
sales figures of video games for
a given week in the American,
European, Japanese and global
markets, according to its website.
I know there is an outdated
stereotype in the public consciousness that gamers are all
asocial, maladjusted sociopaths.
It is now obvious to anyone
who has been paying attention
to the demographic shift in consumers, that most gamers are, in
fact, 30-somethings, both men
and women, who spend a sizable
portion of their time on video
games, according to the Entertainment Software Association’s
“2011 Essential Facts About the
Computer and Video Game Industry” report.
If logic follows, then these
gamers would have friends that
want to play cooperatively.
In the past there have been
efforts to introduce games with a
heavy emphasis on cooperative
play, like the third-person shooters “Army of Two” and “Kane

Classiﬁeds
Announcements
$$ Sperm Donors Wanted $$
Earn up to $1,200/month and help create families.
Convenient Palo Alto location. Apply online:
www.SPERMBANK.com

and Lynch: Dead Men,” but those
are just the tip of the iceberg in
regards to what cooperative play
has to offer.
The industry should look to
the past when coming up with
new mechanics and concepts for
cooperative games.
Even though the days of arcade-style games like “Streets of
Rage” and “Gauntlet” series of
games are over, bringing back the
option of having up to three players join you in completing an objective or quest makes the gaming
experience all the more satisfying.
Compared to online games,
the offline atmosphere is more
constructive and less inflammatory. When was the last time your
ethnicity, race, religion, gender,
sexual orientation, nationality,
political views and physical appearance were denigrated when
playing cooperatively — disregarding the customary trashtalking ubiquitous to sports
games like “Madden 12” and firstperson shooters like “Call of Duty:
Modern Warfare 3?”
When you are playing with
friends, you’ll often reach a

point where each individual is
able to contribute to the group
effort in some manner, which
is magnified by the completion of a game and the feeling
of accomplishment that you
don’t get online with people
that you only know impersonally and who have no pressing
obligation to finish anything
with you.
There are qualities of cooperative play that you do not get
by playing online, such as people that you will actually enjoy
playing with in your living room
and better communication.
The production of more
games that encourage cooperative play could help to establish
and cement friendships, and if it
is a terrible game, then you can
both laugh at it while critiquing
its failings.
Not all is doom and gloom,
however, as there is a spate of offline co-op games due for release
later this year, such as “Resident
Evil 6,” “Borderlands 2,” “Tom
Clancy’s Ghost Recon: Future
Soldier” and “Starhawk,” according to Co-optimus.com.
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LOS ANGELES — The Raspberry Pi, a $35 computer about
the size of a credit card, made
headlines last week when all
the 10,000 units available for
pre-order were snatched up just
minutes after they went on sale.
Even after the units had sold
out, international interest in the
computer was so rabid that the
websites of the two retailers
authorized to sell it — Premier
Farnell and RS Components Ltd.
— crashed under the weight of
the traffic.
“We weren’t surprised by the
enthusiastic reaction,” said Eben
Upton, executive director of
the Raspberry Pi Foundation in
Britain. “But we were surprised
by the scale of the number of
people who were trying to buy
them. It was 10 times what we
expected.”
Despite being tiny and lowpriced, the Raspberry Pi can do
lots of things normal computers
can do. You can use it to surf the
Internet, as long as you have an
ethernet connection to plug into.
But the Raspberry Pi is still
pretty bare-bones. It doesn’t
come in any kind of case, and
the buyer is responsible for providing a monitor (a television set
will do), keyboard and mouse.
Also, it is bit more sluggish
than what we have come to expect from a PC.
“We had to get the cost down
somehow,” Upton said.
But the real point of the
computer is that it’s easy to get
in and muck around with computer code.
The Raspberry Pi Foundation is a group of six volunteers,
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ACROSS
1 Bit of elbow
encouragement
5 Material at a
yard sale?
11 1 or 11, in
twenty-one
14 “I changed
my mind”
on a computer
15 Fermi or
Caruso
16 Bird’s horn?
17 Constantly
19 “Gimme a
___”
20 Chunk of
lawn
21 Adopt, as a
cause
23 Poe’s middle
name
26 Tenth mo.
28 “Do not
open ’til
___”
29 Cosmetic
31 Bad looks
33 “Warm” or
“cold” ending
34 “Survivor”
genre
36 Show disagreement,
in a way
41 Misses on
the moors
42 ___ Grande
44 Forever and
ever
47 Launder
with chemicals
50 Animal’s
resting
place
51 ___ Moines,
Iowa
52 Fine-twisted
thread
53 Singer’s
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quivery
effect
56 Demand
payment
57 Be green
around the
gills
58 Handyman’s
storage unit
64 X-ray dose
unit
65 Hostile
attack
66 A stone’s
throw away
from
67 Barnyard
abode
68 Big name
in private
planes
69 “Spare me
the ___
details”
DOWN
1 “Aye!” sayer
2 Abbr. for
Jesse
Jackson
3 “To Autumn,” e.g.
4 ___ ﬁn
(shark
feature)
5 Repel (with
“off”)
6 So-so link?
7 Sis
counterpart
8 Beam
fastener
9 Boardwalk
coolers
10 Business
name abbr.
11 Take as a
given
12 “Julius ___”
(Shakespeare
tragedy)
13 Glut
18 “... in
___-horse

open sleigh”
22 Aster relative
23 Had a
course
24 Bad outcome for
the home
team
25 Preﬁx
meaning
“stone”
26 Black-andwhite treats
27 Poison pill
contents
30 Bit of hair
31 “Badlands”
star Spacek
32 Degree in
mathematics?
35 More bad
looks
37 Bank vault
installation
38 Surname in
cosmetics
39 “Iliad” warrior
40 “Don’t
touch that
___!”
43 Number of

even primes
44 Knot-tying
sites
45 Wild West
Show prop
46 Easy to
handle
48 Collection
of members
49 Fur, in a
mukluk
51 Elevator
entryways
54 Ending for
“psych”
55 ___ Star
State (Texas’
nickname)
56 “Anti-art”
movement
59 “Alamos” or
“Angeles”
preceder
60 A ﬁnished
movie is in
one
61 “The one”
played by
Keanu
62 “... silk purse
out of a
sow’s ___”
63 “Give it a
shot!”
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GIVE ME A HAND By Lester Hamm

Ending the
false war on religion
This column
appears
every
Monday
Senator Rick Santorum called
it a “grievous moral wrong” for
people of faith.
Republican Sen. Orrin Hatch
called it a “questionable policy,”
accusing the Obama administration of “deferring to its feminist
allies.”
Newt Gingrich went as far
as to say that this bill by Obama
was “declaring war on religion.”
Well with comments like
these, you have to think this
must be something pretty incendiary that would get the GOP
and religious folk all riled up.
The bill they were talking
about — a simple government
health care mandate that would
allow for women’s contraception coverage.
Pretty harmless, right?
Not in the eyes of Christian
fundamentalists and conservative lawmakers alike.
I don’t consider myself a
Democrat by any stretch, but
when fundamentalists get involved with the GOP on social
issues like these, it reminds me
why I’m not one of them either.
The Republicans seem to
have this belief that every time a
social issue like abortion or gay
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marriage is debated, that their
religious beliefs are under attack
or being “declared war on,” as
Gingrich has said.
What audacity, I say.
In a country where nearly
80 percent of the citizens are of
Christian belief or some denomination of it, such as Catholic,
Mormon or Protestant, according to a survey by pewforum.
org (a website on religious and
public affairs), I find it hard to
believe that any war can be
waged by the 20 percent or so
that isn’t.
And don’t tell me that it’s
politicians who are anti-religious.
According to a similar survey by pewforum.org, 54.7 percent of Congress are Protestant
and another 30.1 percent are
Catholic.
Hell, it’s almost a requirement to be of a Christian faith to
get elected president these days.
The government allows tax
exemptions for church-owned
land for crying out loud!
So I have to ask — Why is this
war on religion happening?
With the majority of this
country and its politicians of
strong religious beliefs, how are
they under attack?
I’ll tell you why the fundamentalists are angry — it’s because they are not getting everything they want anymore.
This country has evolved

quite a bit demographically
since the old colonial days of the
United States.
No longer is it just a bunch
of white people and protestants
who live here.
Each decade since this country’s birth, we have seen an in
flux of new people, new races,
new cultures and new religious
beliefs.

The country is not just one
demographic of people anymore
and with the change in people
there needs to be a change in
some policies and views on the
way society works.
In order to be a truly free
country, society has to evolve
with the new cultures and beliefs
that are a part of it, otherwise
African-Americans would still

be slaves and women wouldn’t
have the right to vote.
The Christian fundamentalists in this country seem to not
understand this. They seem to
think that government policy
should reflect their religious beliefs and theirs alone.
They throw tantrums about
prayer not being in school, as
if it’s a constitutional mandate,
and condemn homosexuals in
society for wanting nothing
more than to marry the partners
they love.
And now they throw fits
about female contraception,
talking about how it’s going
to encourage more gratuitous
sexual behavior and unwanted
pregnancies.
Yes, apparently contraception brings in more unwanted
pregnancies in the same way fire

5

extinguishers make fires worse.
What it comes down to is the
Christian fundamentalists and
Republicans alike need to get
with the times and realize there
are more people in this country
than just themselves.
This country and its government was designed so that the
minority would always have a
voice in the lawmaking and not
be drowned out by the majority
every time.
Allowing policies on female
contraception, abortion and gay
marriage isn’t going to spell the
end of society or destroy religion in this country, it’s going
to improve it so people of all demographics and beliefs can feel
comfortable living here.
So end this false war on religion, fundamentalists. It’s time
to get with the 21st century.

Kony 2012: Thoughts on how we should act on this tragedy
by
Megan
Mills
Staff Writer

The Invisible Children campaign hit me in the blink of an
eye.
Before watching the 30-minute documentary of this atrocity happening in Uganda, I was
never aware of the tragedy.
The video came to me over
Facebook. After being exposed
to this, I now know a little more
about the Invisible Children and
their campaign to make Joseph
Kony infamous, raising support
for his arrest.
Almost 36 hours later, profile pictures, statuses and links
were been changed to attack
Kony, making him well known
to the public and those unaware
of him aware of what was
happening.

For those that haven’t been
exposed to the media snowball of this, Joseph Kony is the
leader of the Lord’s Resistance
Army.
According to the documentary, he kidnaps young, innocent children to join his army,
making them into child soldiers.
A Facebook event was created for San Jose to encourage
people to attend and carry out
the instructions of the video,
which are to make Kony and
his army prominent figures
within the media whom must
be stopped.
One question I asked myself
is — Why now? Why the sudden urge to get social media
such as Facebook, Twitter and
Instagram involved?
Within the span of 24 hours,
the famous video had reached
more then four million views
around the world on YouTube.
Naturally, along with the
public sympathy and growing

awareness comes the sarcastic
jokes and snide remarks, claiming that the public suddenly
turned into pseudo-human
rights activists after watching
this video.

“ Although
we don’t
personally know
these children
living in Uganda
or the Central
African Republic,
we can still help
them. ”
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As humans, this video
strikes the most emotional, gutwrenching area of our hearts,
making us want to help these
children who fear they will be
forced into becoming a solider
for Kony.
The video is just one source
to make the public aware of
Kony. Corporations like CNN,
The Huffington Post, People,
Yahoo, National Public Radio,
the Los Angles Times and celebrities such as Oprah and Rihanna all have made this man
appear in the spotlight.
After learning about this
injustice overseas people ask
themselves — How do I help?
How can make my voice be
heard and how can I make a difference?
Even though this is atrocity
isn’t taking place in the U.S.,
this situation should pull on
our heartstrings, believing that
no child in Uganda, Democratic Republic of the Congo and

Sudan, let alone anywhere else
in the world, should have to
constantly worry about being
abducted.
If you haven’t watched the
video or researched Kony, I encourage you to take the 30 minutes out of your hectic schedule to grasp the concept of the
Lord’s Resistance Army.
According to the Facebook
event, “Cover the Night — San
Jose: Kony 2012,” is on Friday,
April 20, beginning at 6 p.m.
and being held at E. Santa Clara
St.
The most you can do as one
American citizen is your duty to
help in whatever way you can,
no matter how small or insignificant the contribution might
seem.
This event shows the power of global communication
through social media.
Although we don’t personally know these children living in
Uganda or the Central African

Republic, we can still help them.
This is a small taste of what
communication can do for others around the world living in
dire circumstances.
Growing up, I’ve always
been taught to help those in
need. Not only is it our moral
duty to help, but it’s a rewarding feeling to be a part of an
event bigger than our own lives
here in the U.S.
Those that want to make a
contribution can buy a Kony
2012 kit filled with posters and
stickers, donate directly to the
campaign through websites
such as kony2012.com and invisiblechildren.com or simply
join the cause on a social media
network like Facebook.
To those people that have
doubts, saying to yourself —
“This is never going to work,
the public can’t help to find Joseph Kony.”
I would like to ask those
same people, what if we can?
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Drake turns temporary chaos
into an unforgettable concert
by Nina Tabios
Staff Writer

With a repertoire of party
jams and a touch of chaos,
rap star Drake rocked the SJSU
Event Center on Saturday
night.
The line started at the Event
Center but snaked toward
Clark Hall as it got closer to
show time, with some concert
attendees trying to sneak in to
get closer to the front of the
line.
Christian Garcia, a sophomore digital filmmaking and
video production major at the Art
Institute in Sunnyvale, camped
out overnight to be first in line.
“I’ve been here since 9 p.m.
last night,” he said. “Drake is my

favorite rapper, he’s the only one
I’d do this for.”
The doors were scheduled
to open at 7 p.m. and once they
did, fans went wild.
What started as an organized march to the entry
eventually turned into a stampede when line barriers were
knocked down and fans started
running to get ahead in line.
The mob crowded the entrances and tried to push its
way through the doors, which
was enough to send Event Center security and SJSU Police
running to the entrances to
maintain control of the crowd.
Two attendees were escorted off campus.
No police officers or security personnel were available
to comment.

A crowd rushes into the SJSU Event Center for Drake’s Club
Paradise Tour, Saturday. Photo by Raphael Kluzniok / Spartan Daily

Once inside, the chaos of
the crowd was almost nonexistent as attendees began to
fill up the ground floor and
stands.
As the event center went
dark, the disk jockey asked the
most appropriate question of
the night: “San Jose, are you
ready for the night of your
life?”
Opening up the show was
New Orleans rapper Chase N.
Cashe, who donned a San Jose
Sharks jersey and performed
hits from his mixtape, “The
Heir Up There.”
ASAP Rocky, a Harlem
native, took the stage next,
winding up the crowd with
cuts from his Southern rap-inspired mixtape, “Purple Swag,”
with a huge crowd reaction
when he performed his hits,
“Peso” and “Trilla.”
Last to open was Compton’s Kendrick Lamar, a rapper
known for a more laid-back
and conscious rap vibe in his
music, finished his set with
his song, “A.D.H.D” from his
recent release, “Section 80.”
While the opening acts were
able to hype up the crowd,
no response from any of the
three openers could match the
reaction that erupted once
Drake hit the stage.
Clad in black jeans and a
tank top, Drake went 100 percent the entire show, feeding
off the crowd’s energy as they
sang along and sending shout-

Drake performs at the SJSU event center, Saturday during his Club Paradise Tour 2012. Photo by
Raphael Kluzniok / Spartan Daily

outs to fans in the audience
throughout the performance.
Backed up by a live band
consisting of a keyboardist, DJ,
drummer, bassist and guitarist,
Drake performed songs mostly
from his sophomore studio release, “Take Care.”
“San Jose,” he said. “I’d like
to welcome you to the greatest club in the world.”
His set list was a healthy
mix of party jams with a sprinkle of his slower cuts like “Shot
For Me” and “Marvin’s Room,”
songs that are more or less of
a 20 something’s drunken confessions to past girlfriends.
Famous for his bubblegum
rap style with a gangster rapper’s
prerogative, Drake highlighted
the show with performances of
“HYFR,” “Practice,” and his single
“Headlines.”

Drake paid special attention to his presence in the Bay
Area, especially after his controversial performance on Dick
Clark’s “Countdown to New
Year’s Eve 2012.”
During the New Year’s Eve
performance of his single, “The
Motto,” a song where he pays a
tribute to Bay Area rap legend
Mac Dre, he switched the lyrics
to, “Rest in peace Mac Dre, I do
it for L.A.,” a move that angered
many of his Bay Area fans.
But on Saturday night,
Drake didn’t forget once whose
house he was in.
Once that first bass note of
“The Motto” hit, that knowledge of the New Year’s performance
seemed
nonexistent and the crowd spit
every single word of the song
with him.

“You don’t know how much
I’ve been waiting to come back
to the Bay,” he said mid-set. “I
appreciate you letting me live
through that sh*t.”
Bathed in stage lights and
the glow of thousands of audience cell phones, Drake worked
the Event Center with a humbling swagger that could not
have been matched by any
other rapper of his fame and
caliber.
As he said goodnight to the
fans, he paid an appropriate
tribute to the fans that most
artists forget.
“I want to let you know that
you are responsible for putting
me on this stage,” he said. “And
I will rep for you until I die.”
As the lights dimmed, he bid
farewell, “Until the next time I
see you, take care.”

Winter Fest plays jazzy tune in San Pedro Square
2nd annual gathering works
to build jazz culture in San
Jose with emerging artists
by Christian Gin

one of the only ways to showcase the
organization.
“San Jose Jazz wants to create more live
music opportunities throughout the year,”
Rawson said. “This Winter Jazz fest will
hopefully be one of the many things we
have outside of our summer fest.”

Staff Writer

Sitting in the Theatre on San Pedro
Square with the lights dimmed and the
crowd ready to listen, the Jamie Davis
Quintet delivered a smooth tune.
San Jose Jazz hosted the 2nd annual
Winter Fest of jazz with nine groups and
artists performing throughout the city this
past weekend.
The quintet’s leader and vocalist, Jamie
Davis, said it was an honor for him to perform for the city of San Jose.
“I’m glad to (have been) a part of the San
Jose Jazz Winter Fest,” Davis said. “Even
though I’ve traveled all over the world, it
has been nice to have some home cooking.”
Quintet drummer Leon Joyce said it was
great to have the experience of performing
for San Jose.
“I’ve enjoyed my time here in California,” Joyce said. “It was a pleasure to have
the opportunity to perform my talents
with the group.”
The performance consisted of classic
jazzy renditions of various songs covered
by the band.
Some examples of this would be the
songs “Isn’t She Lovely?” by Stevie Wonder and “What a Wonderful World” by
Louis Armstrong.
Davis provided a slow, classic soul
voice, while there were also individual solos from the bass, piano, saxophone and
drums throughout the night.
There was also a xylophone and other
select percussion instruments that the
quintet used.
The quintet put their own spin into
their songs with a “More Blues” feel to it,
along with a change in tempo and rhythm,
creating a unique experience.
The quintet played 11 songs for their
spectators, covering various R&B songs
and jazzy instrumentals.
The Winter Jazz Fest is a young event
because of the new ideas that came about,
said Brendan Rawson, the San Jose Jazz
acting executive director.
“We want to expand our programming,”
Rawson said. “We’ve only been known for
doing our festival every summer.”
He said the summer festival has
been happening for 25 years and was

“San Jose Jazz
wants to enrich
the community
on jazz.”
– Mike Warner
San Jose Jazz chairman of the board
of directors

Most of the performers played in Theatre
on San Pedro Square while others played
their songs inside the San Pedro Square Market, according to Rawson.
He said he viewed the festival as a way
for more unknown artists to perform and be
heard.
“Our focus is to put the spotlight on
younger exciting artists in the jazz genre,”
Rawson said. “Several of (those who performed this past weekend) are up and coming musicians to the jazz world.”
An example of this would be the San Jose
Jazz high school all-stars and 19-year-old
saxophonist Grace Kelly, Rawson said.
Mike Warner, San Jose Jazz’s chairman
of the board of directors, said this event was
put on to expose jazz for the city of San Jose.
“San Jose Jazz wants to enrich the community on jazz,” he said. “Jazz is what America’s music is.”
Warner said he hopes that people are better educated about jazz, so that the genre can
grow in San Jose.
“We want to help build local musicians in
the future,” he said. “There is a sense of belief
that anyone can do anything with music.”
Jazz saxophonist Roger Glen plays at the Theatre on San Pedro
Square during the San Jose Winter Fest jazz festival Friday.
Photo by Derik Irvin / Spartan Daily

Jazz singer Jamie Davis performs at the Theatre on San Pedro Square during the San Jose
Winter Fest jazz festival Friday. Photo by Derik Irvin / Spartan Daily

